
From the President 
Cindy Walkenbach, Volunteer President

“Volunteering is the ultimate exercise in democracy. You vote in elections once a year, 
but when you volunteer, you vote every day about the kind of community you want to 
live in.” 
 —Author Unknown

Sixty-five of you attended our first Quarterly Luncheon on a warm day and it was 
a perfect start to our new volunteer year. Thanks for coming! RSABG has many 
activities on tap for October and lots of opportunities to volunteer including 

“Bump in the Night,” “Origami in the Garden2,” and the Fall Plant Sale. Your 
Volunteer Board will also be hosting a “welcome mixer” on October 9 for all new 
volunteers completing the September training. Our ranks are growing!

Here are a few key initiatives and a fun upcoming event: 
•   Volgistics, the new volunteer management system is now live and many of you 

have begun accessing its features to record your hours and sign up for volunteer 
assignments. Thanks to volunteer Julie Scheuermann who has worked tirelessly 
with Kathleen to input our data and make the system user friendly. If you need 
help using Volgistics, please attend one of Julie’s training sessions.

•  The education materials group under the leadership of volunteer Lee Waggener 
is working hard to prepare the many craft materials needed for school tours and 

“Things That Go Bump in the Night.” Help is always appreciated, so check the 
volunteer calendar for work party days and times.

•  Visitor Education co-chair Marla White has spent the summer aligning the one-
hour school tours to California’s New Generation Science Standards. Easy-to-use 
tip sheets are now available to assist Nature Interpreters in leading tours.

•  Linda Clement and her Enrichment/Field Trip team are planning an exciting 
year of speakers and two interesting trips. Our first venture will be on Saturday, 
November 10 to the Whitewater Preserve, a 2,851-acre site northwest of Palm 
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Springs. Volunteer Dr. Steve Bryant will lead our 
group along with Katy Douglas’ husband Dave, a 
geologist who teaches at Pasadena City College. 
Mark your calendars! Sign-ups will be required, and 
we’ll arrange transportation by vans for a modest fee. 
Of course, you may drive on your own and carpool 
if you wish, but parking is very limited. Details will 
be forthcoming, so watch your email.  

From the 
director
Lucinda McDade, RSABG 
Executive Director

Hello volunteers: 
I so enjoyed talking with you at your quarterly 
luncheon! It is always a pleasure to interact with you 
and to share with you the view of the Garden from 
my perspective. Please take me at my word that I am 
entirely happy to answer questions and to amplify on 
any topics that may be of interest to you especially if 
anything that I’ve said or written is confusing. Let’s 
face it: some aspects of life are confusing, but I like 
to avoid unwarranted confusion!

Before I get to my main topic for this month, let me 
first give you an up-date: there has been progress 
on the gas line. The main one (from main entrance, 
around the parking lot, up the old stone gate 
entrance to the vernal ponds, etc. etc. including the 
part that runs down to maintenance) is fixed and 
officially approved by the gas company. Giant heaved 
sighs of relief from these parts! We think we’ve got 
the line to the horticulture complex fixed too but 
are waiting for the gas company to come and check. 
Of course, we are not looking to cut corners here for 
both safety and environmental reasons.

What’s this story about the Garden having been 
planted incorrectly? I want to devote most of my 
Oak Notes column this month to this topic because 
it seems that I have caused a bit of confusion in 
mentioning that fact.

First, to clarify: it is not about the mesa which we 
have always used for garden areas that are more like 
conventional landscaped gardens or for horticultural 
trials; with the possible exception of the riparian 
area, the mesa plantings are not designed to depict 
naturally occurring California plant communities. By 
the way, I am not a geologist, but I understand that 
Indian Hill mesa is a clay lens which was very likely 
formerly part of the foothills of the San Gabriels. As 
those foothills eroded back toward the main body 
of the mountains, the clay was less erosible than the 
rest of the hill and so the rest of the hill is gone—it 
is now at lower elevation in the Pomona Valley in the 
form of gravel and Claremont potatoes. The clay soil 
of the mesa has both pros and cons. On the con side, 
clay is tough for many plants because of its chemistry 
and propensity to water log; many of our natives will 
not tolerate it. On the pro side, the tendency to water 
log reflects the fact that clays have far greater capacity 
to hold on to water than the soils (“soils” because 
they are really almost entirely gravel and rocks) of the 
East Alluvial and Communities areas. We believe that 
the clay gives our redwoods a better chance to survive 
and even thrive so far from home.

The other areas of our Garden, the East Alluvial and 
Communities areas, are planted to depict naturally 
occurring plant communities in California (and 
Baja). I am told that when the plantings for those 
areas were designed, the idea was to make the garden 
a metaphor for California geography, with the more 
northerly occurring communities out to the north 
and the most southerly near the present entrance. 
That will explain to you the presence of the desert 
right there at the entrance and of many coniferous 
trees out in the communities. The design is not 
perfect for a number of reasons including the fact 
that, as most of you well know, climate (and thus 
plant communities) in California is as much about 
distance from the coast and elevation as it is about 
north-south. Also, there are some southerly plant 
community gardens way out in the communities area 
(e.g., two areas devoted to the plants of Baja). 
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Why is this wrong? If you have walked down the 
ramp at about 6 p.m. on a crisp January evening you 
know that there is powerful cold air drainage off 
the mesa to the East Alluvial area. This occurs in 
the summer too but is more noticeable to us in the 
winter when a sweater seems fine at the top and you 
wish you’d brought a coat and gloves by the time you 
get to the bottom. There is also the fact that the East 
Alluvial garden areas are shaded far earlier in the 
summer than are other parts of the garden. Finally, 
there was at least an intermittent stream 
in that area before the water table in 
our area—and the riparian systems off 
of Baldy in general—got entirely taken 
over by humans. As the Majestic Oak 
tells us, the East Alluvial garden area is 
basically a one-sided canyon, its eastern 
flank having eroded away. These three 
factors make the area east of the mesa 
the best for plants that occur naturally 
either further north, higher in elevation, 
or closer to the coast—or some combination of those 
factors. It is also the best area for people on summer 
afternoons and evenings which is why we are looking 
to site the Forest Pavilion there. 

Returning to the fact that the desert is the 
southernmost community in the East Alluvial 
gardens, I hope that you see now why that was a 
mistake. It would have been far better to put our 
more northerly/higher elevation forest communities 
in that area where our chances of growing them 
successfully would have been optimized. Note that 
the Island Community just north of the desert 
is the exception that proves my point: yes, it is a 
community that occurs in southern California, but it 
is a coastal community with heavy marine influence. 
Its plants like it cooler and moister (i.e., with more 
frequent fog) than prevailing conditions here in 
Claremont. You now know that where it is sited—
the East Alluvial garden—is a good choice in this 
case and, in fact, that community does quite well for 
us in that location. Farther north, we have coniferous 
forest and that is fine where it is too.

Thus, the main “issue,” at least as we are thinking 
about this now, would be to move our southern 

desert patch out to join the desert patches that were 
established out in the communities after RSABG was 
originally planted and to plant a forest community 
near the entrance. I like imagining that: don’t you 
think it would be nice to walk into a forest upon 
entering? Knowing, of course, that happy desert 
communities were waiting for you to enjoy out in 
the communities. I am not at all anti-desert—in fact, 
I’m a desert rat from living for ten years in Tucson. 
Rather, I am in favor of stacking the deck in our 

favor by putting plants on microsites 
at RSABG that are as close to ideal for 
them as possible.

This is not at all an emergency and 
will not be happening overnight. It 
is one of the aspects of the Master 
Plan that we will be working on as 
we are able. There is a LOT going 
on here and we are not quite ready to 
undertake that change. 

I hope this makes sense to you now and, as always, I 
would be very happy to take questions! Meanwhile, 
onward into fall!

A Very Happy October Birthday to:
Jim Brashler 
Dorothy Cobb 
Valerie Cressy 
Michael Gregory 
Kathy Henkins 
Judy King 
Carolyn Lucas 
Bob Muns 

Gordon Olson 
Wendy Olvera 
Jim Pinter-Lucke 
Carol Shafer 
Bonnie Shimmin 
Linda Worlow 
Jimmy Yamamori

“The most important 
thing,…is to think 
about small ways  
in which we can 
make a difference—
every day.” 
 —Jane Goodall
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Volunteer enrichment: 
origami in the garden2

Linda Clement, Volunteer  
Enrichment Committee

Please join us at noon on Monday, October 22 for the 
following enrichment presentation by David Bryant, 
Manager of Communications & Graphic Design.

Origami in the Garden2 unfolds at the Garden this 
October! This blockbuster exhibition by Jennifer and 
Kevin Box, also featuring collaborations with famous 
origami masters, will transform Garden spaces and 
invite audiences to explore connections between 
art and nature. With 16 outdoor sculptures, an 
accompanying gallery exhibit and a full calendar of 
exhibit-related classes and events, the next six months 
are set to be a truly exciting time at the Garden.

We have many volunteer opportunities coming up to 
help with the exhibition and related programming. 
As always, we are so appreciative of the outstanding 
support of our Volunteer Program that makes 

initiatives like this possible. Check the calendar in 
Oak Notes for these special volunteer opportunities 
and stay tuned for training invitations and 
added roles. I am delighted to offer volunteers an 
enrichment presentation on Wednesday, October 24 
about the exhibition and how the show’s themes tie 
into our botanic garden.

How do origami, an ancient Japanese art form, 
and California native plants connect? They do in 
many fascinating ways! There are countless folds in 
the plants of our garden, from the mountain and 
valley folds that make the accordion-like patterns in 
California fan palm leaves to the dramatic unfolding 
of datura flowers in the evening air. Traditional 
Japanese gardens avoid artificiality and highlight the 
beauty of the natural landscape — a key component 
of gardening with California native plants. The 
American Craftsman movement, founded in Southern 
California and so prevalent in Claremont, was heavily 
influenced by Japanese aesthetics. In addition, the 
exhibition celebrates elements of STEAM (science, 
technology, engineering, art and math) through the 

meet Your new 
Volunteer Board 
memBers: lY nn miller, 
Vice President

I grew up in Claremont, and when I 
moved back in 1987, our house on 
Radcliffe Drive backed up to the 
Botanic Garden. I remember how it 
seemed like my backyard went on 
forever. At one point, we had a coyote 

that would straddle the chain link fence only to 
make its way into our yard then head to our 
avocado tree for a light snack. My children 
nicknamed our crafty opportunist, “Guac.”

When I retired from teaching at Upland 
High School, Judy Maciariello recommended 
volunteering at the Garden because there were 
so many opportunities to serve. I signed up and 
have loved every moment that I have spent here. 
I started by volunteering at many of the events, 

“Bump” being a favorite. I’ve also served on the 
Volunteer Education Committee, and currently, 
I am a Nature Interpreter with the Tuesday 10 
a.m. team. I often catch myself wishing I could 
see the Garden the way the children do — so fresh, 
unexpected and full of wonder. 

One of the great takeaways from volunteering 
at RSABG is that we are constantly learning 
about our native California setting. In particular, 
Nature Interpreters improve their presentations by 
frequently sharing their knowledge about plant and 
animal life with each other. In addition, we often 
share tips and ideas that make our tours more 
meaningful and a better experience for all.

I appreciate the opportunities I’ve had to 
participate as a volunteer, and I look forward to 
serving as the Volunteer Board Vice President 
where I will continue to learn more about the 
Garden, how we can help our volunteers in their 
service, and in what way we can help our visitors 
enjoy their time in the Garden.
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lens of origami and provides an excellent bridge 
in discussing these facets in our school tours and 
programs as they relate both to the sculptures and to 
life in the Garden.

For the enrichment presentation, I will provide an 
overview of Origami in the Garden², discuss the 
exhibition’s interpretation and dig deeper into the 
connections between the show and California’s 
Native Garden. I look forward to this wonderful 
exhibition season together! 

See you Monday, October 22, at noon in the east 
classroom for this program. You are welcome to bring 
your lunch, and the usual coffee, tea, and cookies 
will be provided. 
 

touring 
Progr ams
Judy Hayami,  
Touring Programs Manager

Fall Greetings, Oak Notes Readers!
What exciting, educational and extremely fun 
event bursts out of dark October nights and entices 
hundreds of families to discover the wonders of 
Nature after dark? What fall family event has been 
a tradition at the Garden for over 20 years? It has 
nothing to do with Halloween. It’s Things That 
Go Bump in the Night! Load fresh batteries into 
your flashlight and join us Friday, October 12 
and Saturday, October 13, from 5:30 to 9 p.m. 
Carnivorous plants, live owls and wolves, poisonous 
plants, and insects will be among featured attractions. 
A food truck will be on site each night 4:30 to 
8:30 p.m. for your dining pleasure. We need many, 
many volunteers to welcome guests into the twilight 
scene, share fascinating facts about plants and 
animals and assist with simple crafts. Please sign up 
through Volgistics or on the sign-up sheets posted 
in the hallway by the Herbarium workroom. The 
all-important volunteer event orientation is set for 
Thursday, October 11 at 1 p.m., Outdoor Classroom.

Classes for incoming Nature Interpreters begin 
Wednesday, October 24 at 8:30 a.m. I invite you 
to share the Garden with school children, adults, 
scouts and other groups by becoming a docent.  
Contact Kathleen Noll or me for class details. Upon 
completion of the 5-session course, we would be 
happy to have you up to lead occasional tours that fit 
your schedule or join a regularly-scheduled tour team.  

Last fall, we did not have many tours in October and 
November. Not so, this year! The requests just keep 
on coming, and the available dates keep filling—all 
the way through spring. Please keep an eye on the 
online calendar and/or tour boards. Things change 
frequently when teachers are vying for their first-
choice dates. Reservations for October are now closed.

Next month: Acorn Festival, Sunday, November 18. 
Get your basket-weaving, cordage-twisting, acorn-
top-spinning fingers ready!

Thank you for being, and being here. 
 –Judy

looking Back...the 
herBarium
Carol Lerew, Library Volunteer 
Photo by David Gish

Nearly a hundred years ago Susanna Bixby Bryant 
started a small herbarium in the basement of her 
country estate home about the same time she 
initiated her California Native Plants Garden. She set 
out to collect and preserve specimens gathered from 
the wild that were dried, mounted on stiff paper, or 
stored in jars of formalin, or in seed packets that 
could be stored and used for future study.

Scientific Research was important to Susanna and  
she made it a focus of the development of her 
fledgling institution. Much of what became her 
herbarium collection were gifts from noted botanists 
working with or for her, from universities, private 
institutions, and personal collections. Through the 
efforts of key supporters, the herbarium grew, so 
that when the Garden moved to Claremont in 1951 
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(twenty-five years later) the collection numbered 
about 64,000 sheets.

During negotiations in 1951 Pomona College struck 
an agreement with RSABG to deposit its herbarium 
collection of 340,000 specimens with the Garden. 
Shortly after the move the Pomona College collection 
was housed in the third-floor herbarium, and the 
RSABG collection was held on the second floor. 
Integration of the two collections, numbering about 
500,000 specimens by then, began in 1965. Today 
the second and third floors of the Administration 
Building hold a collection of over 1,200,000 species 
of California Native Plants as well as numerous 
contributions from around the globe; all available to 
scientists and students. 

A small dedicated staff 
overseen by Administrative 
Curator, Mare Nazaire, 
Ph.D., perform routine 
activities including 
mounting the pressed 
dried plants in the 
herbarium workroom 
(aided by trained 
volunteers), accessioning 
and filing of specimens, 
processing loans and 

exchanges of botanical materials both from and to 
RSABG as well as gifts of specimens from staff and 
other sources. The staff must track all accessions, 
loans, exchanges, correspondence, and other records 
relating to the thousands of specimens handled each 
year, all accomplished through a sophisticated data 
system. 

Tracking begins with the accessioning of a mounted 
specimen. A bar code label and an ink-stamp with 
accession number and date are added to the sheet. A 
staff member then enters all pertinent information 
into the database. Later, that mounted specimen is 
transported to the second or third floor herbarium 
and filed on the appropriate shelf inside one of the 
steel cabinets. At some point a staff member or 
visiting researcher may access the specimen for study. 

Staff may send it out on loan or use it in an exchange 
with another institution.

Early specimens were housed on shelves inside 
cardboard cabinets, later in wood cabinets and 
gradually in fixed steel cabinets. Not long after the 
move to Claremont state-of-the-art rolling steel 
cabinets were installed, as funding was available, 
providing better protection from sunlight, air 
pollution, moisture, and most pests. Though the 
doors on the cabinets lock tight, pests like small 
beetles can enter upon exposure from frequent 
opening. Mare and her staff place pest traps 
in strategic areas as well as make sure debris is 
controlled. 

Designed to fit snugly to save space, the tall banks 
of cabinets are easily rolled forward or backward for 
convenient access to the collection. See photo at left 
of Administrative Curator, Mare Nazaire, displaying 
a sheet from one of the shelves in a storage cabinet. 
The National Science Foundation, historically, has 
been the major funding source for these storage units. 

Rapid growth of the herbarium collection has 
brought a mixed blessing, for it has outgrown its 
second and third floor spaces. Tentative plans 
are being researched to extend the second-floor 
herbarium area by enclosing the balcony over the 
south face of the Administration Building. Funding 
sources for the project are being pursued.

As was written in the Winter, 1998, Friends 
Newsletter, RSABG is home to one of the best 
collections of California vascular plants, and the 
world’s foremost collection for documenting Southern 
California Flora. Ongoing additions, worldwide in 
scope, increase the value of this collection. Thanks 
to the dedication of Mare and her staff, and the 
many previous botanists at the Garden, RSABG can 
rightfully claim it houses “A World Class Herbarium.”
Credits: Semi-Annual and Annual Reports, 1927–1935; 
Aliso 9/1 1977; Annual and Biannual Reports, 1985–1998; 
Winter 1998 Friends Newsletter; 2018 Annual Herbarium 
Report. Thank you to Mare Nazaire, Ph.D., Herbarium 
Administrative Curator, for her July 2018 interview. Thank 
you to Irene Holiman, Library Specialist, for her advice 
and support.
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Juniper (Genus Juniperus)
Rudi Volti, Nature Interpreter

At first glance, junipers 
seem to be unlikely 
members of Pinosida, 
the taxonomic class that 
encompasses all 
conifers. Junipers are 
true conifers, but 
instead of meeting our 
expectation of what a 

cone should look like, they have what appear to be 
berries: bright blue for the Rocky Mountain juniper 
(Juniperus scopulorum), brownish for the California 
juniper (Juniperus californicus), and blue-black in the 
case of the Western or Sierra Juniper (Juniperus 
occidentalis). These “berries” are in fact cones with 
fleshy scales that have grown together, 

Junipers bear a superficial resemblance to cedars, 
resulting in some junipers being given the name 

“cedar.” One example, Juniperus virginiana, has been 
dubbed “red cedar.” Although its pleasant fragrance 
makes it attractive to humans, it repels moths, 
making it particularly useful for constructing drawers 
and chests. It is correctly labeled “Eastern redcedar,” 
the absence of a space between the words “red” and 

“cedar” indicating that this species is not a true cedar, 
i.e., a member of the genus Cedrus.

Depending on who is doing the classification, there 
are anywhere from 50 to 67 species of juniper, a 
reflection of the great variety of environmental 
niches in which they can be found. Junipers grow in 
the Arctic and range south to tropical Africa. They 
extend from Pakistan east to Tibet, while some 
species flourish in Central America.

The variabilty of their geographical locations is 
matched by the variety of elevations that they inhabit. 
The highest-known juniper forest occurs at an altitude 
of 4,900 m. (16,000 ft.) in southeastern Tibet and 
the northern Himalayas, well above the timber line of 
other regions with different mixes of trees.

Junipers have a lengthy and varied history as sources 
of food and medicines. The Romans used juniper 

cones as a domestically produced substitute for 
expensive black pepper imported from India. More 
recently, juniper cones have been used as seasonings 
in the cuisines of several European countries. In the 
New World, ashes derived from woody branches of 
juniper plants were employed as a source of calcium 
for the Navajo people, who added it to flatbread 
or dumplings. This was an effective nutritional 
supplement; one teaspoon of juniper ash contains the 
same amount of calcium as a cup of milk. Finally, 
some Native Americans and Europeans used juniper 
cones as a female contraceptive. When it failed in 
this capacity, it could work as an abortifacient by 
causing uterine contractions. This usage led to the 
juniper bearing the cruel moniker of “bastard killer” 
in Britain.

Today, the cones of Juniperus communis are best 
known for serving as the primary flavoring of gin. 
Juniper’s contribution to this particular beverage is 
reflected in the name “gin,” which is derived from 
the Dutch word for juniper, genever. Gin’s popularity 
as a quintessentially British alcoholic beverage 
originated with Parliament’s passage of the 1690 
Distilling Act when rivalry with France and anti-
Catholic sentiments led to banning the importation 
of French wine and brandy. At the same time, the 
distillation of spirits from grain was encouraged by 
exempting distillers from taxes.

The nation’s populace eagerly took to the consump-
tion of Britain’s own spirit. Gin production is reported 
to have increased from 0.5 million gallons in 1689 to 
5 million gallons in 1727. By the middle of the 18th 
century, half of the wheat harvest was being used for 
alcohol production, and per capita consumption had 
risen to more than six gallons per year. The “gin craze” 
of this era was immensely destructive. William Hog-
arth’s engraving, Gin Lane (1751), presented a shock-
ing depiction of gin-fueled debauchery, but given the 
era’s rapid urbanization and its associated squalor, the 
appeal of inexpensive gin is all-too-understandable. 
In response, Parliament tried to control consumption 
through a series of Gin Acts. Taxes on gin increased 
and prices rose, eventually decreasing the appeal of 
this cheap escape from grim reality.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galbulus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juniperus_communis
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cochineal scale
Fred Brooks, Nature Interpreter

 Figure. 
Masses of 
cochineal 
scale on a 
cactus pad. 
Photo: U.S. 
National 
Collection of 
Scale Insects, 
USDA ARS 

Ever seen those white, cottony masses on cactus 
pads? Carefully removing and crushing one will turn 
your fingers bright red. This is due to carminic acid, 
precursor of the pigment carmine, or cochineal. But 
what was that thing you just crushed?

Cochineal scale (Dactylopius spp,) is a sap-sucking 
insect that attaches itself for life to various species of 
Opuntia (e.g., prickly pear). The female is about 2-to-
5 mm long (0.08 to 0.2 in), oval, flat, and wingless. 
Once attached, she produces a white waxy substance 
for protection against sunlight and predators. Her 
body appears gray through the wax but is actually 
purple from the carminic acid in her body. The 
high content of this acid (~20 percent dry weight) 
effectively deters most predators. As the female feeds, 
she lays eggs that can hatch so quickly they are almost 

“living” when born. The young nymphs, or “crawlers,” 
move to the edge of the cactus pad and form long 
strings of wax that catch the wind and carry them to 
other pads. The male cochineal scale is winged, with 
a body about half the length of the female. He lives 
only a few days, just long enough to mate.

The collection and use of cochineal as a pigment 
began in South America over 1,500 years ago. The 
scale was introduced through trade from Peru to 
Mexico around 800 A.D., discovered there by a 
Spanish expedition in 1518 and then transported  
to Europe.

Cochineal is expensive due to the laborious collection 
process. The scale insects must individually be 
brushed or picked from the cactus and then dried. 

It takes about 70,000 of their bodies to make one 
pound of product.

Cochineal produces an intense red pigment used in 
textiles, cosmetics and as a food colorant. Historically, 
it dyed the “red coats” of British officers during 
the Revolutionary War and was on the palettes of 
Rembrandt, Caravaggio, Rubens, van Gogh and 
others.

Books oF the month 
Barbara Nakaoka, Volunteer  
Library Committee

Two New Books in the Children’s Section:
“The Tongva of California” 
by Jack S. Williams. 64 
pages. Power Kids Press, 
New York. 2003

The Library of Native 
Americans has brought 
us “The Tongva of 
California,” one in a 
series of books on Native 

Americans. A good introduction for the reader 
would be to start with the timeline and glossary at 
the back of the book. 

This study for young readers relates to the Tongva 
people who lived in what is today Los Angeles and 
north Orange County. This short book reminds the 
reader of their achievements, challenges, structures, 
and systems which are so similar to other cultures.

The author highlights some of the amazing 
accomplishments of early Tongva people, including 
their use of things found in nature to create a 
productive and comfortable way of life. The plant 
world and natural resources provided material for 
boats, baskets, utensils, clothing, arts and crafts.  
The book covers aspects of their daily life, including 
trade, social structure, government, warfare, language, 
and religion. 

The impact of first European contact with the 
Tongva by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo and the history 
of Mission San Gabriel and Mission San Fernando 
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are addressed in the chapter on “Coping with 
Newcomers.”

The Tongva of today are covered in the last chapter 
of the book which states there are a few hundred to a 
few thousand of this ancient group that remain. The 

“first nation of Los Angeles” continues to preserve 
their traditions, customs, and artifacts. What an 
impressive group of people! 

“Oh Say Can You Seed? 
All About Flowering Plants” 
by Bonnie Worth, Random 
House Children’s Books, 
New York. 2001

This is a Cat in the 
Hat’s Learning Library 
book which “introduces 
beginning readers to 
important basic concepts 
about the world we live 
in.” It presents “complex 

facts” in a fun way. Here is the book review for “Oh 
Say Can You Seed?” (Apologies to Dr. Seuss and 
Bonnie Worth for parenthetical explanations.)

  Oh say can you seed? 
Another book you do need. 
For this is “The Cat in the Hat” 
exploring the parts of the bean. (Seed) 
After it is grown 
all parts are seen and not seen. 
Talking about leaves, stems, and roots 
and how it makes its own food. 
As with Dr. Seuss, 
there is a “Shrink-Upper” 
for us to see how the plant gets its supper. 
(Photosynthesis) 
Then on to the parts of the flower 
and where bees get their power. (Pollen)  
Seeds can do all sorts of things 
but most of all they “bring us life.” (Plant foods) 
The author is Bonnie Worth 
who has brought us all this mirth.

octoBer calendar
Events 
October 12 & 13: Things that Go Bump in the 
Night, Family Education Event, Friday & Saturday, 
5:30–9 p.m,. Indian Hill mesa.

October 20: Origami in the Garden2 at RSABG: 
Opening Day, Saturday, 8 a.m.–5 p.m.

October 27: Fall Planting Festival–GNN Opening 
Day, Saturday, 8–10 a.m. members, 10 a.m.–5 p.m. 
public

Ongoing: Meetings, Training, Classes
October 1: Volunteer Library Committee Meeting, 
Monday, 10:15–11:45 a.m., Volunteer Library

October 4: Volgistics Help Session, Thursday, 11 
a.m.–Noon, East Classroom

October 4: Volunteer Organization Board Meeting , 
Thursday, Noon–1:30 p.m., East Classroom

October 6: Garden Walking Club, Saturday, 8 a.m., 
Admission Kiosk, 

October 6: Class: What to Plant? What to Plant? 
What to Plant?, Saturday, 10 a.m.–Noon, $10 
members, Lenz Horticulture Classroom.

October 7: Pomona Valley Audubon Society 
Beginner’s Bird Walk, Sunday, 8–9:30 a.m., Kiosk, 
FREE 

October 10: Education Materials Work Party (Bump 
in the Night Prep), Wednesday, 9–11 a.m., Lenz Hort 
Classroom

October 11: Event Orientation—Things that Go 
Bump in the Night. Thursday, 1 p.m., Lantz Outdoor 
Classroom

October 13: Garden Walking Club, Saturday, 8 a.m., 
Admission Kiosk, 
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 octoBer calendar continued

October 13: Saturday Grounds Crew, Saturday, 
8–11 a.m., Lenz Horticulture Building

October 14: Medicinal Plants of California Herb 
Walk, Sunday, 10 a.m.–1 p.m. $20 members/
volunteers (pre-registration required). 

October 17: Volunteer Personnel Committee 
Meeting, Wednesday, 9:30–11 a.m., Volunteer 
Library

October 18: Visitor Education Committee Meeting, 
Thursday, 12–1:30 p.m., Volunteer Library

October 18: Origami in the Garden2–Volunteer 
Condition Report Orientation, Thursday, 12:30–
3:30 p.m., Corral

October 18: Origami in the Garden2–Volunteer 
Docent Orientation, Thursday, 1:30–3:30 p.m., East 
Classroom

October 18: Origami in the Garden2–Gift Shop 
Volunteer Orientation, Thursday, 3:30–5 p.m., 
Garden Gift Shop

October 20: Family Bird Walk–Wild Birds 
Unlimited, Saturday, 8 a.m., Admission Kiosk, FREE

October 20: Garden Walking Club, Saturday, 8 a.m., 
Admission Kiosk, 

October 21: Class: Origami Foldings, West Coast 
Origami Guild, Sunday, 11 a.m.–Noon K–2nd 
Grade, 12:30–2 p.m. 3rd grade–adult, $12 members.

October 22: Education Materials Work Party, 
Monday, 9–11 a.m., Lenz Horticulture Classroom

October 22: Volunteer Enrichment: David Bryant, 
Origami in the Garden2 at RSABG, Monday, Noon–
1 p.m., East Classroom

October 24: Nature Interpreter Training Session I, 
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m., East Classroom

October 27: Garden Walking Club, Saturday, 8 a.m., 
Admission Kiosk

October 31: Nature Interpreter Training Session II, 
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m., East Classroom

October 31: Volunteer Service Hours Due, 
Wednesday, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.


